Purchase-to-Pay Automation:
80% Cost Reduction.
Easy. Powerful. Smart.

Why Yooz is the
Best AP Automation Solution
for Sage Intacct Users.

Why Automate Your Accounts Payable with Yooz?
Manual Costs
$9 to $20
per doc
$3.25
(archiving costs)

Lack of Visibility

Late Payments

Complex

3.5%
erroneous or
double payments

31%
of
invoices

22 to 35
processing
days

Why Now?
Electronic invoicing and

initiatives like ‘The Digital
Goods and Services Tax Fairness
Act’ represent increasing

regulatory pressure.

In 2019, almost 56%
of all US businesses fell

You cannot afford
to ignore the
risks any longer!

victims to cybersecurity
attacks or breaches!

Bridgevine and Deutser

You are losing
credibility by not
have chosen to
keeping up with
automate their
AP processes with Yooz. the best technology!

Finance decision makers

62% of CEOs said they

already started making
their business digital.

They have experienced
positive changes in
their employees’ morale

and customer relations.

2/3 of business leaders

You have
already fallen
behind!

will no longer be
competitive if they
cannot be significantly

more digital.

What About You?
What Benefits Will You Get From
Automating with Yooz?

Why You Should Choose Yooz.
$

Detect fraud
and secure
documents.

Reduce processing
costs by 80%.
Do more with less.

Automate the entire
P2P process.

The Best Rate
in Automation

The Easiest
User Experience

Set up Yooz in
a few clicks.

The Most Integrated
with 250+
Financial Systems

Gain instant
visibility.
Stop losing
documents.

Try for free.
Be compliant.

Reduce processing
time by 80% - 90%.

Sage Intacct - Yooz:
The Best Seamless Integration.

Yooz seamlessly integrates with the Sage Intacct ERP, allowing you
to streamline and automate your invoice and payment process.

Fresh Data

Image Push

Data is
pushed and updated
to and from Sage Intacct
instantly for
the most up-to-date data.

Yooz is
the only solution
that pushes the image of
the invoice
to Sage Intacct.

PO Integration
Yooz connects with

the purchasing module
and can pull
any type of
purchasing transaction.

And Even More

Yooz pushes other document types, closes a PO directly in Sage Intacct,
updates the invoice status to "paid", and supports custom dimensions and custom fields.

Yooz Workflow Overview
Purchase

No Touch

Capture

Export

Straight Through Processing - Touchless Document.

Workflow
Create PR/PO
and approve
using
workflows.

Scan, import,
email, EDI,
mobile...

Verify

Approve

Pay

Automate
GL coding and
PO matching.

Approve or
reject using
smart
workflows.

Prepare and
release
payment.

AI-based
data extraction.

Export to
more than
250 financial
systems.

Search - Look up - Monitoring - KPIs

Don’t take our word for it!
Our clients are the heroes of our story.

“Our AP staff is better organized, have
eliminated stress, and feel like they are
actually doing value-added work and
contributing to our company’s success.”

“With the Yooz and Sage Intacct
combined integration you have a single
source of the truth. Everything is
captured in one place.”

Shawn Delaney
Assistant Controller

Adam Maurer
CPA, CFO

“We are giving our General Managers visibility
into their invoices, cutting down on costs, and
making processes more efficient. We have
only been live for a little over a month and are
reaping the benefits already. We have cut
down on postage costs and the General
Managers are able to view and approve all of
their invoices."
Megan Walker
VP of Accounting and Finance
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